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ABSTRACT: Protein modules that regulate the availability and
conformational status of transcription factors determine the
rapidity, duration, and magnitude of cellular response to
changing conditions. One such system is the single-gene product
Cnu, a four-helix bundle transcription co-repressor, which acts as
a molecular thermosensor regulating the expression of virulence
genes in enterobacteriaceae through modulation of its native
conformational ensemble. Cnu and related genes have also been
implicated in pH-dependent expression of virulence genes. We
hypothesize that protonation of a conserved buried histidine
(H45) in Cnu promotes large electrostatic frustration, thus
disturbing the H-NS, a transcription factor, binding face.
Spectroscopic and calorimetric methods reveal that H45 exhibits a suppressed pKa of ∼5.1, the protonation of which switches
the conformation to an alternate native ensemble in which the fourth helix is disordered. The population redistribution can also
be achieved through a mutation H45V, which does not display any switching behavior at pH values greater than 4. The Wako−
Saitô−Muñoz−Eaton (WSME) statistical mechanical model predicts speciﬁc diﬀerences in the conformations and ﬂuctuations
of the fourth and ﬁrst helices of Cnu determining the observed pH response. We validate these predictions through ﬂuorescence
lifetime measurements of a sole tryptophan, highlighting the presence of both native and non-native interactions in the regions
adjoining the binding face of Cnu. Our combined experimental−computational study thus shows that Cnu acts both as a
thermo- and pH-sensor orchestrated via a subtle but quantiﬁable balance between the weak packing of a structural element and
protonation of a buried histidine that promotes electrostatic frustration.

■

INTRODUCTION
The conformational ﬂexibility of transcription factors (TFs)
enables the rapid search of cognate binding sites on DNA. The
availability and transcriptional fecundity of TFs, on the other
hand, are determined by multiple variables, including the
concentration of small molecules or ligands, proteins,
oligomerization, allosteric switches, and environmental conditions.1−10 Certain protein modules can themselves up- or
down-regulate the expression of speciﬁc genes. One such
example in the enterobacteriaceae is the four-helix Hha-family
of proteins that regulates the availability of the transcription
factor H-NS.11−15 Mutational studies16,17 and spectroscopic
experiments provide strong evidence that Cnu (YdgT), a
member of the Hha-family, exhibits graded structural polymorphism with temperature18 that could be critical for the
expression of virulence genes in enterobacteriaceae by
modulating the binding aﬃnity with H-NS.19
Apart from temperature, pH is another variable that
undergoes dramatic changes as enterobacteriaceae invade a
mammalian host and attempt to survive in the gastrointestinal
tract. While diverse mechanisms exist to maintain pHhomeostasis,20−22 acidiﬁcation of the cytoplasm could also
act as a signal for successful invasion of the host. Interestingly,
© 2018 American Chemical Society

the proteins Hha and Cnu have been implicated in the pH
dependent expression of virulence factors in Salmonella
pathogenicity island 2 (SPI-2).23 This raises the question of
whether Cnu senses pH to regulate the expression of virulence
genes in a timely manner. What could the sensing mechanism
involve? Studies on the eﬀects of pH changes on the protein
structure have a long history with protonation predominantly
inducing unfolding of proteins at a low pH (<4), primarily due
to the loss of favorable charge−charge interactions that
counterbalance unfavorable electrostatics.24−27 At intermediate
pH values (4 < pH < 8), mechanisms involve protonation
coupled with conformational equilibria (or vice versa) between
partially structured states, molten-globule like conformations
and/or between folded and unfolded states.25−39 Structurally,
such equilibria are generally governed by strategic location of
histidines and other charged residues, such that the microenvironment contributes to perturbed pKa values.
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phosphate (pH 6−8). The ionic strength of sodium phosphate
buﬀer was corrected to 170 mM with NaCl as before. The
protein showed signs of irreversibility at higher ionic strengths
in low pH buﬀer necessitating the use of 20 mM ionic strength
conditions. Cnu exhibits just ∼3 K lower Tm at 20 mM ionic
strength conditions at pH 8 compared to 170 mM, and hence,
this does not aﬀect the overall conclusions presented in this
work.
Electrostatic Potential Calculations. The electrostatic
potential maps of Cnu were calculated at experimental
conditions (170 mM ionic strength at pH 8 and 20 mM
ionic strength at pH 5, 298 K) using the adaptive Poisson−
Boltzmann solver (APBS) plugin in PyMOL.42 The input PQR
ﬁles were generated by PDB2PQR server using the Amber
force-ﬁeld and the protonation states were assigned by
PROPKA. The grid dimensions were automatically set by
the APBS plugin according to the dimensions of input Cnu
structure. The electrostatic potentials were calculated by
solving the nonlinear Poisson−Boltzmann equation with a
single DH sphere boundary condition. The solvent accessible
surface area was calculated using a solvent radius of 1.4 Å.
Size-Exclusion Chromatography. The Stokes radii of
Cnu and H45V in 170 mM ionic strength conditions were
determined by size-exclusion chromatography using a GE
HiLoad 26/600 Superdex 75pg column. The column was
calibrated with four diﬀerent proteins with known Stokes radii:
Aprotinin (13.5 Å), cytochrome C (17.7 Å), carbonic
anhydrase (23.5 Å), and bovine serum albumin (34.8 Å).
NaCl and blue dextran 2000 (2 MDa) were used to determine
the total and void volumes of the column, respectively.
Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements. Tryptophan
lifetime measurements were carried out in a time-domain
ﬂuorimeter (ChronosBH, ISS Inc.) with picosecond resolution.
Sample temperature (278−363 K) was controlled by a Peltier
unit (Quantum Northwest Inc.) coupled to the cuvette holder.
A 300 nm LED was used as an excitation source for selective
excitation of tryptophan. The excitation beam was passed
through a UV grade Glan-Thompson polarizer set at 0° to
allow passage of vertically polarized light. The emitted light
was passed through another UV grade Glan−Thompson
polarizer set at the magic angle (54.7°), with respect to
excitation, to avoid polarization eﬀects on the measured
lifetime. A 345 nm long-pass ﬁlter (SCHOTT) was placed
between the sample and detector to reduce scattering artifacts,
while Ludox solution was employed for measuring the
instrument response function (IRF). All decay curves were
recorded until either the peak count reached 104 or the total
count approached 108. The intensity decay traces were ﬁt to
biexponential functions (single-exponential ﬁts were consistently poor), and the quality of ﬁts was determined from chisquare values. The mean chi-square value was ∼1.25 with an
average standard deviation of 0.15.
Wako−Saitô−Muñ oz−Eaton (WSME) Model. The
WSME model is a structure-based and Ising-like statistical
mechanical model that employs a binary description for the
conformational status of residues.40,41 The conformational
status of every residue can be 1 (for folded-like, Fol) or 0 (for
unfolded-like, Unf) resulting in an ensemble of 2N microstates
for an N-residue protein. An entropic penalty (ΔSconf) is
therefore invoked to ﬁx every residue in the native
conformation given that ΩUnf/ΩFol ≫ 1, where Ω represents
the multiplicity of states. Multiple versions of the model are

In this regard, Cnu has three histidine residues, H25 (100%
solvent exposed), H45 (60%), and H68 (100%), of which H45
is the most likely candidate given its partially buried nature
(Figure 1A). Electrostatic potential calculations reveal that the

Figure 1. (A) Structure of Cnu indicating the location of the
histidines (blue) and the lone tryptophan, W67. (B) Electrostatic
potential map of Cnu at pH 8 (left) and pH 5 (right) in an identical
orientation to the representation in panel A. It can be seen that the
favorable potential around H45 (white circles in panel B) becomes
more unfavorable on protonation. (C) Far-UV CD unfolding curves
(in MRE units of deg·cm2 dmol−1) of Cnu WT and the H45V mutant.
Note the steeper pretransition in the mutant at temperatures less than
320 K.

neighborhood of deprotonated H45 has a favorable potential
compared to when H45 is protonated (Figure 1B). We
hypothesize that the protonation of H45 promotes large
electrostatic frustration, driving conformational transition into
partially structured states in the native ensemble. Such pHdriven conformational equilibria could regulate the expression
of virulence genes as observed in experiments.23 In this work,
we explore the pH-sensitivity of Cnu and a mutant H45V
through multiple equilibrium spectroscopic assays highlighting
the presence of a pH-driven conformational switch or
population redistribution within the native ensemble. Tryptophan QY and lifetime measurements, local and highly sensitive
probes of structure, reveal pH-dependent nonlocal and nonnative interactions involving the fourth helix that could be
crucial for function. In parallel, we employ the Ising-like
statistical mechanical Wako−Saitô−Muñoz−Eaton (WSME)
model40,41 to reproduce some of the basic experimental
observations on Cnu while simultaneously predicting conformational characteristics that could be tested further by
experiments or simulations.

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein Puriﬁcation and Spectroscopic Experiments.
The protocols for protein puriﬁcation and the majority of the
spectroscopic experiments can be found in references 18 and
19. The buﬀers used in the pH-dependent study were glycineHCl (pH 2−3), sodium acetate (pH 3.5−5.5), and sodium
11040
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currently available diﬀering both in the way the ensemble is
constructed and the details of the energy function.43−53
In the current work, we employ the exact-solution approach
of Wako and Saitô,40 and later pioneered independently by
Muñoz and Eaton,41 with the assumption that for any two
residues to interact all of the intervening residues should be
folded. The current model version is also supplemented with
multiple terms, packing from van der Waals interactions
(EvdW), native electrostatics modeled by the Debye−Hückel
theory (Eelec), simpliﬁed solvation (ΔGsolv), and excess
conformational entropy (ΔΔSconf).50,52 Brieﬂy, the free energy
of each microstate deﬁned by a string of 1s between and
including m and n is given by
n

ΔFm , n =

∑ ΔGmstab,n − T ∑ ΔS
m

(1)

where
ΔGmstab
, n = E vdW + Eelec + ΔGsolv

(2)

Figure 2. Stability changes of WT Cnu (panel A) and the mutant
H45V (panel B) on pH modulations. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the apparent pKa values estimated from a ﬁt to the
Henderson−Hasselbach equation (black curves).

In eq 1, ΔS = ΔSconf if the residue is identiﬁed to be
structured in the PDB ﬁle (say, helix or strand) or ΔS = ΔSconf
+ ΔΔSconf if the residue is disordered (coil). We have
employed the transfer-matrix formalism of Wako and Saitô to
calculate the total partition function, partial partition functions,
and residue probabilities.40 The parameters are listed in the
Table T1.

have however shown that changes in the pretransition of
equilibrium unfolding curves can be indicative of dramatic
changes in the folding mechanism and conformational
behavior.54−56 In this regard, it has been established that the
fourth helix of Cnu and the loop that connects the third and
fourth helices (that abuts H45) display large ﬂuctuations in
equilibrium; the fourth helix thus accesses partially disordered
states (labeled N*) over a broad free energy well in the native
side of the main unfolding barrier.18,19 It is therefore possible
that the protonated Cnu (at pH ∼ 5) and the mutant H45V
(at pH 8) exhibit an altered equilibrium in which the fourth
helix is either partially structured or even disordered compared
to the WT.
Nontrivial Structural Perturbations. We performed a
series of spectroscopic experiments on the WT and the mutant
H45V to probe for structural changes (if any) and their
features that are invisible to far-UV CD. The tertiary structure
of WT Cnu undergoes complex rearrangements between pH 8
and pH 5, which is diﬀerent from the structural changes
observed in the mutant (near-UV CD; Figure 3A,B).
Interestingly, the mutant near-UV CD spectrum at pH 8 is
diﬀerent from the WT at the same pH in terms of the overall
amplitude of the ﬁner structural features. The quantum yields
at 295 nm (W67 in the fourth helix; QY295) or at 274 nm
(QY274) are also markedly diﬀerent with distinct amplitudes
and temperature dependencies between the WT and the
mutant at equivalent pH values (Figure S2). The QY295
decreases sharply with the pH exhibiting an apparent pKa of
5.4, while little change is observed in H45V corroborating the
far-UV CD experiments (Figure 3C).
The experiments above indicate that protonation or the
H45V mutation induces structural changes in the fourth helix
and adjoining regions exactly as observed in temperature- or
urea-induced perturbations. Such generic destabilization
should, in turn, enhance the population of N* (a structural
ensemble in which the fourth helix is partially disordered)
compared to the native state N in which the protein is
predominantly folded. We had earlier shown that the proximity
of Y40 in the third helix to W67 in the fourth helix serves as a

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Natural pH-Switch in Cnu. The far-UV CD monitored
unfolding curve of Cnu displays a sigmoidal transition, a ﬂat
pretransition region, and an apparent melting temperature
(Tm; from a ﬁrst derivative analysis) of ∼333 K (Figure 1C).
The unfolding curves as a function of pH exhibit nontrivial
pretransition slopes and signal magnitudes, indicating complex
structural changes (Figure S1A). The melting temperature, on
the other hand, displays a clear trend with pH; the Tm changes
sharply in two distinct pH regimes with apparent pKa values of
∼5.1 and ∼2.9, respectively (Figure 2A). The macroscopic pKa
of 2.9 arises from the protonation of acidic side-chains and is a
superimposition of multiple microscopic pKa values of the
diﬀerent aspartates and glutamates. The higher pKa of 5.1
arises likely from the protonation of H45 that is partially
buried in the structure of Cnu. To verify this and to rule out
potential stability changes from the protonation of H25 and
H68, we generated the mutant H45V; the mutant displays an
identical Tm as that of the WT but a slightly steeper
pretransition (Figure 1C). Interestingly, the single mutation
completely eliminates the pH-driven complex structural
changes in the pretransition, as observed in the WT (Figure
S1B). Moreover, only a single sharp pH dependent Tm change
is observed with an apparent pKa of 2.9 (Figure 2B).
The observations above validate our hypothesis that a pHsensing feature, apart from a thermosensor-like property,18 is
embedded in the structure of Cnu through the partially buried
histidine. However, electrostatic calculations (Figure 1B)
highlight that the protonation generates large electrostatic
frustration in the neighborhood of H45, which would
eﬀectively disrupt the structure at least in its vicinity. Far-UV
CD unfolding curves show little evidence for this expectation,
except for a small diﬀerence in the pretransition slopes at pH 8,
raising questions on whether electrostatic calculations overestimate the extent of unfavorable interactions. Experiments
11041
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Figure 3. Structural modulations of the native ensemble. (A, B) Near-UV CD spectra of the WT and mutant H45 V at the indicated pH values. (C)
Changes in ﬂuorescence quantum yield upon excitation at 295 nm (QY295). The vertical dashed line indicates the apparent pKa value for the WT.
(D) Basis spectra, U1 and U2, from a global singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis of the temperature-wavelength ﬂuorescence emission
spectra of both the WT and the mutant upon excitation at 274 nm. The associated singular values account for 81 and 6% of the total basis,
respectively. (E) Changes in the amplitude of the second component (V2) as a function of temperature and pH for the WT (circles) and mutant
H45V (curves). The V2 amplitudes of the mutant at pH 5 and 6 are near identical to pH 8 and hence are not shown for the sake of clarity. (F)
Same as in panel E but shown at 299 K as a function of pH. The curves are shown to guide the eye.

is evidence that the mutant samples additional conformational
substates. If a part of Cnu is more unstructured, it is expected
to increase the molecule dimensions proportionately. True to
this, size-exclusion chromatography at 298 K reveals that the
mutant elutes earlier and with a more skewed elution proﬁle
(inset to Figure 4A). The apparent Stokes radius, Rs, of H45V
is estimated to be 17.9 Å, compared to an Rs of 17.2 Å for WT,
corresponding to a ∼14% increase in molecular volume. To
extract more information, we quantify the thermograms
employing the WSME model that includes multiple energy
terms apart from structure-based excess conformational
entropy (see the Materials and Methods section). The model
ﬁts the data very well, resulting in a native ensemble that can
be coarsely partitioned into two macrostates, N and N*; the
WT and mutant display distinguishable population distributions even at 298 K (Figure 4B,C). N* is characterized by an
enhanced disorder in the fourth helix where W67 is located
(Figure 4D).
The heat capacity proﬁle of the WT at pH 5 displays
baseline features similar to that of the mutant with enhanced
structural ﬂuctuations (pink in Figure 4E). The melting
temperature and the overall unfolding enthalpy are substantially lower than the WT, indicating loss of stabilizing
interactions. As a ﬁrst step toward understanding the
conformational implications, we analyzed the thermogram
with the WSME model in which H45 is either deprotonated
(His0) or protonated (His+; light and dark green curves in
Figure 4E). The model predicts substantial loss of order in the
fourth helix with the protonation contributing to additional
structural changes in regions involving the ﬁrst helix. The onedimensional free energy proﬁles point to an enhanced
population of N* but with an additional intermediate-like
conformation being populated on protonation (green in Figure
4F). It is important to note that at pH 5, both the protonation
states of histidine are equally possible (as the pKa is ∼5.1), and

natural donor−acceptor FRET (Förster resonance energy
transfer) pair.19 We therefore performed a global SVD
(singular value decomposition) of the temperature-wavelength
ﬂuorescence emission (upon excitation at 274 nm) of the WT
and mutant at diﬀerent pH values. The ﬁrst component
accounts for the average spectral features and its temperature
dependence (Figures 3D and S3). The second component
displays an anticorrelation between tyrosine and tryptophan
emissions (black in Figure 3D); the amplitude is negative at
low temperatures and high pH in the WT, indicating large
FRET (enhanced tryptophan emission), and hence smaller
distances between Y40 and W67 (Figure 3E,F). On the other
hand, the amplitude becomes less negative with increasing
temperatures or decreasing pH or even upon mutation,
highlighting that Y40 and W67 are separated by larger
distances thus decreasing FRET (enhanced tyrosine emission).
Interestingly, the amplitude of the second component of the
WT at pH 5 matches with the amplitude of the mutant in the
pH range of 5−8, illustrating that under these matching
conditions, both the WT and the mutant likely sample a similar
structural ensemble (Figure 3F). We emphasize here that
changes in spectroscopic signatures are observed even at 278
K, where the population of the unfolded state is inﬁnitesimally
small to exert any eﬀect on the equilibrium signals.
Modulation of Cnu Conformational Landscape. Given
the substantial diﬀerences in spectroscopic features upon
mutation, we expect the global thermodynamic ﬂuctuations57−59 of the mutant to be distinct compared to the WT.
To test for this, we measure the absolute heat capacity proﬁles
of Cnu and H45V mutant at pH 8 from the concentration
dependence of apparent heat capacities.60 The mutant displays
larger basal ﬂuctuations (∼20% greater than the WT and
relative to the unfolded MP baseline at low temperatures) and
a more shallow and broader excess heat capacity curve
compared to the WT (Figure 4A). The large basal ﬂuctuation
11042
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Figure 4. Thermodynamic ﬂuctuations and the conformational landscape of Cnu. (A) The absolute heat capacity proﬁles (circles) together with
the ﬁts from the WSME model (curves). FB and MP stand for the Freire61 (folded) and Makhatadze−Privalov62 (MP; unfolded) baselines,
respectively. (Inset) Size-exclusion chromatography elution proﬁles at pH 8, 298 K. (B, C) Free energy proﬁles (in kJ mol−1) and the
corresponding probability densities at 298 K following the color code in panel A. As the unfolded population is near zero under these conditions,
only the folded-like ensembles are shown for the sake of clarity. (D) Folded probability as a function of residue index at 298 K. The arrow
highlights minor changes in the structure corresponding to residues in the ﬁrst helix, while the shaded region marks the fourth helix. (E) The
absolute heat capacity proﬁles (circles) and ﬁts from the WSME model (curves). The light and dark green curves from ﬁts to the WSME model,
following the color code from panel D, are superimposable. (F, G) Free energy proﬁles and the corresponding probability densities at 298 K
following the color code in panel D.

UV CD and DSC. The fact that even the magnitude of the
longer lifetime (from folded conformations) is not constant
with temperature indicates that the native ensemble is
continuously changing in agreement with the graded structural
polymorphism within the native ensemble.18 Interestingly, the
tryptophan in C-pep exhibits lifetimes, amplitudes, and
crossover temperatures (∼310 K) very distinct from that of
the WT under the same pH 8 conditions. This observation
illustrates that the diﬀerences between the two are a
consequence of nonlocal contacts made by the fourth helix
as C-pep accounts for all the local eﬀects.
On changing the pH to 5, the lifetime of W67 in the WT
remains the same as that of pH 8, while the amplitude
approaches that of C-pep with a crossover temperature of
∼315 K, much lower than the Tm at pH 5 from far-UV CD
(325 K). For the H45V mutant, the amplitudes are near
identical at both the pH conditions and comparable to that of
the C-pep, but they display distinct lifetimes at pH 8 and pH 5.
In other words, the WT Cnu samples very similar conformational substates between pH 8 and 5 (identical lifetimes) with
only the relative population modulated (distinct amplitudes).
On the other hand, the H45V mutant samples distinct
conformational ensembles at the two pH conditions (distinct
lifetimes) with the overall population being disordered-like
(amplitudes matching the C-pep). This observation provides
direct evidence that lowering pH promotes non-native
interactions in the regions adjoining W67 in the H45V mutant.
The availability of amplitude information aﬀords a unique
opportunity to explore the landscape microstructure, i.e., the
regions of the landscape that are probed by W67, as local
probes are expected to provide more sensitive information.65
We attempt to quantify the diﬀerences in the conformational
behavior of just the WT and H45V at pH 8, since the pH
eﬀects are nontrivial. The presence of two lifetimes reveals that
W67 is sensitive to two subensembles, one in which the

hence the native conformational ensemble of Cnu is expected
to be an eﬀective combination of the free energy proﬁles
shown in green (Figure 4F,G). A denovo prediction of the pH
5 DSC proﬁle (by protonating H45 and using the WT pH 8
parameters) results in similar population redistribution within
the native ensemble (Figure S4), attesting to the robustness of
the predictions.
Distinct Conformations Sampled by the Fourth Helix
upon Protonation and Mutation. Temperature-dependent
experiments on the WT show that multiple states associated
with the fourth helix are long-lived and structured with distinct
NMR resonances. Direct experimental evidence for this from
NMR experiments is challenging as even the WT 1H−15N
spectra are characterized by clustered resonances indicative of
multiple conformations in slow exchange;18 these conformations do not just correspond to the fourth helix but to nearly
the entire structure. As an alternative, we probe for the extent
of structural heterogeneity in the fourth helix of both the WT
and mutant by characterizing the number of tryptophan
lifetimes (τ) and their amplitudes as a function of temperature
and pH (Figure S5). Any diﬀerences in either one or both of
the lifetime/amplitude are indicative of diﬀerences in the
sampled conformational ensembles, as the indole ring is very
sensitive to the structural environment.63,64 As a reference for
local structural environment, we also study a disordered
peptide (C-pep) derived from the fourth helix harboring the
tryptophan.
The W67 in Cnu WT has two distinct lifetimes of ∼1 and
∼5 ns with amplitudes of 0.2 and 0.8, respectively, at 298 K
and pH 8. The two lifetimes potentially reﬂect the unfoldedlike and folded-like subpopulations as seen by W67. The
amplitude of the shorter lifetime increases with temperature,
indicating that it should arise from a structural environment in
which W67 is more disordered. The amplitudes crossover at
∼328 K, much lower than the Tm estimate of 334 K from far11043
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Figure 5. Cnu landscape microstructure from lifetime measurements. (A) Longer (ﬁlled circles) and shorter (open circles) W67 lifetimes of the
WT at pH 8 (green) and pH 5 (orange). C-pep stands for the 18-residue peptide derived from the fourth helix that acts a reference for local
structure that again displays a longer (ﬁlled gray) and a shorter (open black) lifetime. The curves are shown to guide the eye. (B) The amplitudes
following the color code in panel A for the WT. The vertical lines signal the temperature at which the amplitude reaches 0.5. The curves are shown
to guide the eye. Note that the WT displays near-identical lifetimes but diﬀering amplitudes at the two pH conditions explored. (C, D) Lifetime
and amplitudes for the H45 V mutant following the pH color code in panels A and B. Note that the mutant displays distinct longer lifetimes but
very similar amplitudes at the two pH conditions. (E) One-dimensional free energy proﬁles at 298 K, pH 8. The blue and pink shaded areas
represent the likely partitioning of the folded-like and unfolded-like conformational states as monitored by W67, respectively. (F) Integrated
populations from the shaded areas in panel E (curves) for the WT (blue) and mutant (red). The ﬁlled and open circles correspond to the
respective amplitudes of the longer and shorter lifetimes, respectively.

when the probe is local (QY) or provides information on
distances (FRET) or the second moment of distributions
(protein heat capacity), we observe large diﬀerences in the
conformational behavior that cannot be rationalized by a
simple two-state equilibrium between folded and unfolded
states. The longer ﬂuorescence lifetime, representative of the
folded subpopulation (N), is not constant with the temperature highlighting the presence of continuous structural
changes even within this ensemble. Similar changes in the
native ensemble have been reported in other proteins
indicating that this could be a generic feature of native
ensembles.18,63,66−68
The mutant H45V at pH 8 exhibits spectroscopic properties
comparable to the Cnu WT at pH 5, particularly from QY and
ﬂuorescence lifetime experiments. However, the thermograms
are vastly diﬀerent (Figure 4), indicating that additional
regions are also perturbed upon pH modulations. We further
show evidence for non-native interactions in the regions
adjoining the fourth helix for the mutant at pH 5 through the
observation of distinct W67 ﬂuorescence lifetimes. The WSME
model predicts nontrivial changes in the free energy landscape
of Cnu upon mutation and protonation. Since the model is
structure-based, it merely predicts an increased population of
N* on mutation but not the ﬁner details of non-native
interactions associated with the fourth helix. It should,
however, be possible to extract the extent and nature of nonnative interactions through atomic-level simulations. The
complex structural changes upon a single mutation are also
in line with recent experimental−computational evidences that
emphasize on the propagation of mutational eﬀects in
proteins.69,70 Thus, mutational outcomes should be analyzed

conformation is disordered-like (shorter lifetime with increasing amplitude with temperature), and another in which the
conformation is more ordered (longer lifetime with decreasing
amplitude). Using this observation, we iteratively partition the
free energy proﬁle into two apparent macrostates as seen by
W67 and match the integrated population with the
ﬂuorescence lifetime amplitudes for each case. The closest
agreement is obtained when 52/53−64 structured residues
deﬁne the folded-like macrostate (with τ ∼ 5−6 ns), while 4−
52/53 structured residues deﬁne the unfolded-like macrostate
(with τ ∼ 1−2 ns). Such a partitioning is able to
simultaneously account for the changes in amplitudes (and
hence subpopulations) until the respective inﬂection points for
both the WT and mutant at pH 8. Beyond the apparent
melting temperature, the agreement is poor; this is not
surprising as the longer lifetime diﬀers across pH and variants
at temperatures beyond 330 K (Figure 5A,C).

■

CONCLUSION
We show here that both mutation and protonation of
conserved buried histidine alter the native conformational
ensemble of Cnu (N) resulting in a higher fraction of the state
N*. This partially structured state is characterized by a larger
disorder in the fourth helix. Evidence for this is presented from
the perspective of the W67 quantum yield, ﬂuorescence
lifetimes and amplitudes, and intramolecular FRET changes.
The population redistribution manifests as complex tertiary
structural perturbations, enhanced thermodynamic ﬂuctuations, and increased molecular volume of Cnu. It is important
to emphasize that the far-UV CD thermal unfolding proﬁles of
the two proteins, WT and H45V, are very similar. However,
11044
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